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These are the ‘control’ buttons.
Interwrite Clickers

Turn it on.

No buttons work during this 4 second boot screen.

GTCO CalComp
PRSrf Clicker
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After booting, it starts scanning for classes.

Scanning classes
Please wait 8
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Press the star button twice.
Let’s call this the ‘home’ menu.

Setup menu
New class scan
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From the ‘home’ menu, scroll up once to get to this *super duper* important ID screen.

Setup menu

ID: ABCDETF
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If clickers are being used for credit, you must enter your student ID correctly.

Setup menu
-ID: ABCDETF
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Press the green button.
Enter your student ID number.
Press the green button.

ID:
Enter Student ID
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From the home menu, scroll up once to the ID menu. **Check your ID.**

If correct, you’re done. If not, fix it.

Setup menu

ID: 982765491
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The instructor will start an RF class. On the projection screen look for the class name and the channel (1 - 9, A - D).

RF Class: CLASS_NAME <9>
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From the home menu, press the green button to start a New Class Scan.

- Setup menu
- New class scan
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Press the displayed channel number and the green button to join.

You have joined the clicker class.

ANS:
Class_Name
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After a question is started, input your answer and send it with the green button.

ANS: T
Received
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If necessary, use the Back key to clear a previous answer.

ANS:
Received